






























Comparison of Nov/Dec 2017 to Nov/Dec 2018
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Education Zone Report
Faculty Reps
Sanaa Sabir has organised a FSE careers and employability week working in collaboration with the
careers team. This consists of CV, interview and skills workshops and subject specific guest speakers
and potential employers.
Saalo Sparkes is looking at communal space in the FHS to ensure equal provision in all areas. He is
also working to lobby the University on assessment. He stated he has paused work in this area as the
University is conducting their own review of assessment via the new PVC for Education. Once this is
completed he will work with them to ensure the outcome best reflects student’s priorities.
Lee Tilling

Post Graduates
is supporting IH and the Education Co-ordinators in reviewing how postgraduate
students’ academic interests are represented. She is promoting a survey on this question. CD is
currently working to provide housing for postgraduate students who are between contracts in the
summer.
Charlotte Durham is planning to disseminate more information about the application process for
PGR degrees. She plans to create a leaflet and host a drop in session in late spring. In addition,
mentioned the name change of the Graduate School to the Doctoral College. Some clarity was asked
for at the Senate Meeting regarding consultation of students.
Scrutiny
Representatives and Part-time Officers are now having regular meetings with the Officers of Scrutiny
) to ensure they have the support in place and to openly
(
discuss any issues or concerns they have. This has created a strong sense of peer support and
community amongst the group and is working well. It is an early initiative and will be reviewed at
each Education Zone meeting.

General Zone Meetings
It has been discussed how we can structure Zone meetings to include elements of training and
workshops to help new and existing team members develop and grow within their roles.

AZ report
SEC:

HUU Societies Council Review Feedback
Summary
According to the survey results, and the comments made, it needs to be make clear that if the
president can’t make it doesn’t necessarily have to be the vice president that can come to Societies
Council and presidents didn’t know to send apologies. New presidents don’t always know about
Societies Council, amendments made to Standing Order 2004 at Union Council (4/3/19) state that
Society Mentor’s will arrange 1-2-1 sessions will all new presidents, this will stop this from
happening in future.
Including a larger segment on Societies Council at Presidents Training would combat some of these
issues.

76% of those surveyed believe that a second session would make Societies Council more accessible.
And the ideal slots for this would be Wednesday 5 – 6pm, Thursday 5 – 6pm and then Monday 5 –
6pm, however this is based on data from presidents in the 2018/19 year.
85% of those surveyed expressed interest in an online council, there are several options on how this
can be done,
●

Canvas (either panopto recordings or via web conference)

●

Facebook Live

●

Adobe Connect

Canvas is already used by the Education Zone to host the Online Course Rep Forums as it is already
utilised by HUU, as is Facebook live, these are usually used in tandem. However Adobe Connect,
(which isnt used by HUU) does provide the opportunity to include things like Polls and interactive
chats. Further research is needed into which, cost less and is the most suitable.
There were several comments from Q9 regarding tea, coffee and snacks being provided at council
and making council shorter, however there were several comments on Q10 that state that an hour
long session isnt a bad thing. The repeat dates would work it they are a few days apart with more
detailed minutes being available.
The fines have both 1 positive and 1 negative comment.
Those surveyed, suggested that the current SEC and President Activities are good at;
communication, organisation, the open debate regarding society ratification, social media
communication and are very approachable.
More open debate and discussion was requested several times.
All of the data and comments can be seen below.

1. Did you (or your society) attend any of the trimester 1 Societies Councils?

2. If you did, how many?

3. Why didn’t you attend a Societies Council?
●

The date and time don't work for me or my committee members

●

I was not available for the first one and I was not aware that it was compulsory, so
no one from our society attended the first council.

●

Couldn't because of lectures

●

I was not the president for the first 2

●

Society Didn’t Exist (Philosophy)

●

Hadn’t been in presidents FB group until 1 was left (new society) VP attended the 1
SC

●

Didn’t know about them and very busy

●

We attended all 3

●

President and communication issues

●

President/VP was unavailable

●

Our Society rehearses on a Wednesday and all the exec members are needed

●

I was ill and VP couldn’t stand in

●

Wasn’t president at the time

●

Due to the time of the council. Host meetings at either 3 or 5 which coincide with
lectures of all committee members of the exec

●

I informed the board that I had an incident with my bike being stolen and had to go
to the polices station to inform on the incident

●

Wasn’t president at the time

●

Wasn’t President yet

4. If you didn't attend a council last semester, did you send apologies?

5. If you didn't send apologies, why didn't you?
●

I was not aware that it was compulsory and didn’t know I had to send an apology.

●

Didnt realise i had to

●

Again I was not the president for the first 2

●

Didn’t know you were supposed to.

●

Its wasn’t my responsibility to come.

●

President/VP was unavailable

●

Didn’t know you had to

●

Wasn’t president

●

We weren’t aware of the SEC till recently

●

I was at work

●

I didn’t know I had to send one

●

I wasn’t required to

6. Would having a repeat session, make Societies Council more accessible?

7. When would be the best time for a repeat session?

8. Would running a Societies Council online allow you to stay engaged with the union, despite
your other commitments?

9. How could we make Societies Council more engaging?
●

I can’t think of a way to make it more engaging. I think you guys are doing a great
job.

●

Shorter. It takes a long time and we’re busy people

●

Definitely making it online.

●

Remove the fine and name specific socs that are affected by changes. People don't
care if it isn’t them

●

I think its fine as it is.

●

More of the speakers specified before

●

Have the meetings online

●

Keep things more snappy and make sure things only last as long as they need to be

●

Shorter and more relevant, listen to queries and discuss grievances

●

Focus groups for related societies to discuss niche issues more in depth

●

Meetings can be very content heavy, reduce content talked about and/or have more
detailed minutes online

●

Online sessions

●

Free snacks

●

Shorter session

●

Maybe have tea/coffee available

●

Online poll might help on gaining feedback, Overall council is quite engaging in terms
of everyone being vocal about opinions and those asking for feedback giving suitable
prompts for replies

●

It seems fine as it is, I always understood everything that is happening in the
university

●

Maybe splitting the repeat dates so one isnt full and the other one empty

●

Speak up

●

Tea and Coffee

10. What do we do well?
●

How you all get a chance to speak about a matter even if it is short.

●

Good communication of info

●

Its well-presented and executed

●

Delivered the info we needed in a format that didn't drag on for too long

●

The debates (society ratification) is interesting

●

Council is helpful at remain 1 hour long and efficient at keeping to length of time.

●

Good people from other sections of the union

●

The mix of topics is really nice. I liked the opportunities to express my thoughts and
beliefs.

●

Get information across well to societies as a whole

●

Showing more changes that are important to students

●

Communication through facebook is good

●

They are consistently Very organised

●

Workshops, Efficiency

●

Expanding the SEC to have a committee that is easily accessible through social media
and are approachable

●

Meetings are regular and informative

●

Organised

●

Engagement with presidents

●

Communicating when/where meeting are

●

Say relevant information involve all societies make it quick and succinct have agenda
on display at all times

●

Organisation, and well planned, verbal and willing to listen to each side when
coming to disagreements and open to feedback

●

Inform and keep all of us up to date, give us great support

●

Information was communicated efficiently and clearly

●

Informative and inclusive for all societies- none have more or less power than the
others

●

Keep doing what is currently happening and it’s only an hour long

●

Information from outside society’s zone is presented well.

●

Actually fine societies for not turning up to council

11. Any other comments?
●

Thank you for your work. For next year i think it is important to let the presidents
know how you guys can help the societies and clubs. As most of us don’t really know
much I think.

●

Often long winded and boring. Much of what is covered could be done by email or
similar.

●

The Planned exec handbook should have been made available to this years exec and
please explain more clearly how to use the societies page on the website

●

Just seems like a forum for you to talk at us, rather than a proper discussion council
thing like the name would suggest. Always turns out to be a waste of time attending

●

Can feel quite pretentious as can certain speakers and members of staff

●

Repeat sessions would be very helpful, as would online sessions for those who can’t
make it

●

I feel like the members of the board of the student union are very helpful and I feel
like that if I had an issue then these people will help where it is necessary

RAG:
- Big shoutout to Men’s Rugby Union, for their Men’s Auction raising over £1300.
- Ju-jitsu 24hr, raised over £500
- RAG Week total: £1468.22
To come:
- Mega-raid: 30th/31st raising funds for cash for kids! Getting different societies involved!
- RSPCA day: 6th April, food vans, staging area, races, stalls etc!
- Colour Run: 7th April, raising for ARUK at the Lawns
- Potentially another Asylum night, it’s a mystery.
- Working with LINKS for their abseil, to raise money for new defibrillators

HYMS:
No new information since last UC
Media:
Looking forward JAM are in the process of organising our annual HUU awards. The awards
will be held in Sanc in May.
We are also working with RAG to provide music and presenting for their RSPCA day.
We are in the process of recruiting our exec for next year. Specifically a team of engineers to
take the pressure off the head of engineering.
Additionally, the new edition of the hullfire was generally received well, particularly the
election coverage section.
Finally, scheduling is ongoing as per usual. At the centre of JAM is our broadcasting
schedule so keeping this maintained to a high standard is a priority.

LINKS:
AGM is today
Organising a fundraiser to do a absail off a building on campus-should be coming out to
assess a building on Monday (cost has been paid)
Covering events on campus and local area
Think tahts it

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

UNION COUNCIL MOTION
Title of motion:
Motion to create a working class students representative.

HUU Notes:
Working class students face a number of issues at
university that other students do not face, or face with
less frequency, namely:


Having to work during term time and/or holidays to
support their studies.



Filling out complicated forms for additional funding.



Being particularly susceptible to hidden degree costs
and rising average rent prices of student halls.



Being mocked and belittled by “chav” socials
undertaken by certain groups on campus.

HUU Believes:
The creation of a working class students representative
would help to address the issues working class people face
at the University of Hull.
They would do this in the same way other liberation
representatives assist their constituents, namely:


Raising these issues at Union Council and voting
specifically in the interests of working class
students.



Assisting students with additional grants and loans
or sign posting to where they can receive that
support.



Leading campaigns, and helping other students with
campaigns, on issues specifically or primarily
affecting working class students.

HUU Resolves:
To create a Working Class Students Representative who will
be part of the Inclusivity and Diversity Zone, and will
have a vote on Union Council.
Students will self-identify* as working class in order to
stand, or vote, in elections for the working class
students rep.
*just like with any other liberation group.

Proposer:
Danny Ingram, Councillor of Scrutiny for Governance &
Democracy and Chair of Governance Zone.

Seconder:
Dominic Clare, Councillor of Scrutiny and Chair of
Activities Zone.
Osaro Otobo, President of HUU.
Dan Bill, Councillor of Scrutiny for Sports, Chair of
Sports Zone, and Secretary of Governance Zone.
Phoebe Bastiani, Women’s Rep.
Michael Crossley
Craig Simpson
Abbey Johnson

UNION COUNCIL MOTION
Title of motion:
Motion to remove report giving from Union Council and
create separate scrutiny board meetings.

HUU Notes:
Currently, Presidents and chairs of zones give reports
during Union Council (UC). There is no standardised format
for what needs to be in these reports, and officers often
prefer to have their reports taken as read due to the
length of UC.
Part time officer reports are given as a zone, often with
no breakdown of what individual PTOs have done, making
scrutiny of PTOs difficult.
Presidents must create multiple separate reports to give
to UC and the Union Executive Committee (UEC), which puts
a strain on their limited time.
Attendance of non-elected students at UC is poor, and
information about what elected officers are doing is
obscure.

HUU Believes:
Length & Non-elected Students
Any non-elected student who comes along to UC often does
not engage in scrutinising reports, probably because they
have not seen these reports before, and UC is not an
environment where they feel they can openly criticise
student Presidents.
Non-elected students who do come along almost always do so
to have a say on a motion that is being presented, or to
raise another concern. However, to do this, they must
first sit through over an hour of report giving that does
not engage them. This is an incredibly off-putting
experience that likely leads to people being turned off

UC. This is demonstrated by the fact non-elected students
who do come along often leave early, and do not return.
Long UC meetings mean that motions presented towards the
end are not always given the consideration that they
deserve. Shorter UC meetings will mean that all motions
will be given due consideration, and better decisions will
be made. Additionally, non-elected students are more
likely to engage with UC from the very beginning of the
meeting, which will hopefully be a more positive
experience for them, and mean that they’ll be more likely
to return in the future.
Part Time Officers
PTOs are not effectively scrutinised during UC as their
reports are given as a zone, which makes it difficult to
see what individual officers are up to, and what they’re
doing next. PTO reports should instead be given
individually.
Presidents
Presidents should give the same reports to scrutiny panels
and UEC, cutting down on the amount of time they have to
spend writing reports, and giving them more time to do
other parts of their job such as work on their projects or
engage with students.
These reports should have a standardised format, with
specific information that they need to contain, so
Presidents aren’t left guessing what to include. This also
means scrutiny officers have a consistent set of
information with which to scrutinise Presidents month on
month.

HUU Resolves:
Part Time Officers
No zone reports will be given during Union Council.
Scrutiny of PTOs will happen during zone meetings.
PTOs will be mandated to write short reports containing:
what they’ve done in the last month, their successes, and
their plan for the coming month, which will be uploaded to

a visible location on the HUU website, and promoted on
social media channels.

Presidents
No reports will be given during Union Council.
Presidents will give monthly reports to a scrutiny panel.
Present at these meetings will be:








The councillors of scrutiny of all zones, who will be
responsible for scrutinising every President. *
The President who is being scrutinised.
An accompanying President to provide context and help
answer questions the scrutiny councillors have.
The Chair of Union Council, who will chair these
meetings.
A member of HUU staff to act as an aid to the chair,
who will take minutes from the meeting, and fill out
the feedback form to give to the President being
scrutinised.
Students, who may come and participate in
scrutinising the President.

*If a President does not have a corresponding scrutiny
officer, then another PTO from that zone will be elected
in the zone meeting prior to the scrutiny board meeting,
to scrutinise the President at the scrutiny board meeting.
==========================================================
The reports
will be the
be uploaded
promoted on

that the Presidents present at these meetings
same ones that are given at UEC, and will also
to a visible space on the HUU website, and
social media channels.

These reports will contain:





Progress on objectives
Engagement with students
Meetings attended
Feedback to students

Scrutiny officers will give a score to the Presidents on
how well they have done in each of these areas, based on
their report, and their meeting.
==========================================================
The structure of the scrutiny board meetings will be as
follows:
1. The reports will have been distributed to the
scrutiny councillors before the meeting.
2. There will be two Presidents in the room; one being
scrutinised, and one to provide context.
3. Scrutiny councillors will go through the report,
asking questions and scrutinising the record of the
President.
4. After these questions have been asked, the President
being scrutinised will leave the room and the
scrutiny councillors will have a discussion.
5. The accompanying President will stay in the room to
provide context and answer further questions for the
scrutiny councillors.
6. Scrutiny councillors will then give feedback on the
reports, noted down by the chair’s aid.
7. Finally, scrutiny councillors will come up with a
ranking for how well the President has done in each
specific area. They will have a discussion on their
ranking and attempt to come to a consensus. If no
consensus can be reached, then an average of the
scores will be taken. The scores are written down on
a feedback form and will be given to the President
the next day.
8. Afterwards, the next President will then enter the
room with an accompanying President, and the process
will begin again.

Communication
Inter-Union: Full & part time officers should utilise the
Union Council Facebook group more to advertise any
projects they’re undertaking that other officers might be

interested in getting involved with, i.e. RAG Week, SHAG
Week, etc.
Student wide: The Union should upload recent reports and
minutes of meetings on the HUU website, and advertise them
through social media channels on each occasion. HUU should
also publicly advertise the times and locations on both UC
and Scrutiny Board Meetings to students.

Proposer:
Danny Ingram, Councillor of Scrutiny for Governance &
Democracy and Chair of Governance Zone.

Seconder:
Osaro Otobo, President of HUU.
Dan Bill, Councillor of Scrutiny for Sports, Chair of
Sports Zone, and Secretary of Governance Zone.
Phoebe Bastiani, Women’s Rep.

